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By F Marion Crawford

Createspace, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.Among the many peculiarities which contribute to make New York unlike other cities
is the construction of what may be called its social map. As in the puzzles used in teaching children
geography, all the pieces are of different shapes, different sizes and different colours; but they fit
neatly together in the compact whole though the lines which define each bit are distinctly visible,
especially when the map has been long used by the industrious child. What calls itself society
everywhere else calls itself society in New York also, but whereas in European cities one instinctively
speaks of the social scale, one familiar with New York people will be much more inclined to speak of
the social map. I do not mean to hint that society here exists on a dead level, but the absence of
tradition, of all acknowledged precedents and of all outward and perceptible distinctions makes it
quite impossible to define the position of any one set in regard to another by the ordinary scale of
superiority or inferiority. In London or Paris, for instance, ambitious persons are spoken of as
climbing,...
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This book is great. it absolutely was writtern really perfectly and beneficial. You may like how the blogger compose this book.
-- Pink Ha ley-- Pink Ha ley

This composed pdf is great. It usually will not cost too much. I am very easily can get a pleasure of reading a composed book.
-- Luis K lein-- Luis K lein
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